SUBJECT: NPK HYDRAULIC HAMMER SAFETY DECALS, MANUAL, AND OPERATORS INFORMATION FOR OPERATORS CAB

MODEL(S): ALL

It is imperative that the safety decals, manual, and operator's cards are kept and maintained in the cab of any carrier that is utilizing an NPK attachment.

Additionally, it is recognized that many carriers are equipped with hydraulic lines groups that are installed by the OEM at time of manufacture. These machines are NOT outfitted with the required NPK safety decals, manuals, and operators cards. To insure that the correct information is provided and placed in the proper location, NPK has the required information available in a kit form. This information is available in English, Spanish, and French. NPK will provide this information at a minimal cost. Contact the NPK Parts Department for pricing.

Please find below the part numbers for the complete package in English, Spanish, and French.

The following pages show the correct placement for this information.

**HAMMERS**

**English Part No. H000-7450**
1 L012-7071 Hammer Operating Instruction Card (English)
1 AEM Safety Manual
1 H100-7210 Warning Decal – Cab Shield
1 H100-7030 Basic Operating Instructions
1 H100-7020 Tool Sharpening
1 H111-7031 Attention Grease Hammer Once Per Hour

**Spanish Part No. SPH000-7450**
1 L012-7075A Hammer Operating Instruction Card (Spanish)
1 AEM Safety Manual (Spanish)
1 SPH100-7210 Warning Decal – Cab Shield
1 SPH100-7030 Basic Operating Instructions
1 SPH100-7020 Tool Sharpening
1 SPH111-7031 Attention Grease Hammer Once Per Hour

**French Part No. FRH000-7450**
1 L012-7076 Hammer Operating Instruction Card (French)
1 AEM Safety Manual (French)
1 FRH100-7210 Warning Decal – Cab Shield
1 FRH100-7030 Basic Operating Instructions
1 FRH100-7020 Tool Sharpening
1 FRH111-7031 Attention Grease Hammer Once Per Hour
The following illustrations are for reference only. Placement is at the discretion of the installer.

**OPERATOR CARD PLACEMENT**

The operator card must be attached in the operator’s compartment in such a way that the operator can easily reference the card for basic safety, operation and maintenance of the NPK attachment.

![A – Laminated Operating Instruction Card](image)

**SAFETY MANUAL PLACEMENT**

The safety manual should be placed inside the compartment found in the operator’s area that contains the manuals for the base carrier.

![B – AEM Safety Manual](image)
**DECAL PLACEMENT**

Placement of the decals should be in a location that is easily viewed by the operator. They should be located in the cab in a location that will not obstruct the operator's line of sight.

C – Warning Decal – (Cab Shield)
D – Basic Operating Instructions
E – Tool Sharpening
F – Attention Grease Hammer Once Per Hour